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Four very interesting contributions, in a vast literature

1. Why does inequality reduce growth?

2. The political economy of reform in a world of high inequality

3. The macroeconomics of Inequality



Why does inequality reduce growth?

Frederico Cingano (OECD) PIIAC data GMM: 1% Gini cost 0.12%
annual growth. Investment in education.

I Higher inequality is correlated with lower investment/return on
education for the bottom 10%.

I Allocation of talent. Higher inequality correlated with lower mobility.

Other mechanisms (human capital depreciation).
Human capital as non-marketable wealth.
Inequalities in income reduce in recession but generates persistent (and
costly) inequality in wealth (human capital). Hysteresis.
Would be great to have a quantitative assessment of the fall in wealth in
OECD countries.



Theil index, disposable income. Source : iAGS Report 2015





The political economy of growth enhancing reforms: A
trade-o¤?

Boris Cournède, Oliver Denk and Paula Garda (OECD)

I Reform in Energy, Transport, Telecom reduces annual income, job
securiy and well-being of workers in that sector.

I Labor market reform can increase unemployment in the short run
(temporary contracts), and a¤ect negatively fragile workers.
(Quanti�cation using: OECD indicators + households data)

I How much others gain? Possibility of �scal transfer or debt
(short-run vs long-run)?

Naomitsu Yashiro, Orsetta Causa (OECD).

I Countries can both experience growth and a lower "household
income share".

I What is the rest : Rest of the world, Retain earning?



The political economy of growth enhancing reforms: A
tradeo¤?

Corinne Prost (INSEE)
Successful reform (given objective):
Pension reform in France. 2060 Pension 14% GDP instead of 21%.

I Indexation rule: on in�ation and not of a wage index.
I A¤ect newcomers and not the stock : delayed e¤ect.
I Can be anticipated : private saving as a substitute
I Cost : gain depend on productivity gains

Evolution of pension : intertemporal inequalities. Transfer wealth.
What are the e¤ect of inequalities?



Inequality and the Macroeconomy

1. How could we forget aggregate demand? (Short run long run
tradeo¤)

I E¤ect of reforms on inequality depend on output gap (Cournède et
al).

I Old and New Keynesian (Gali) : obvious.
I France Pacte de responsabilité, need �scal stimulus. Supply reforms
do not create demand.

2. What is the best way to create demand?



Inequality and the Macroeconomy

1. Winners and losers?
I Buy rents?



Inequality and the Macroeconomy : Borders of inequalities

Theil index, disposible income. Source : iAGS Report 2015.



Source : iAGS Report 2015.



Source : iAGS Report 2015.



Conclusion

European divergence. Should we help States, regions, individuals?
Political legitimacy.


